Consolideck®
CONCRETE FLOORING PRODUCTS
ColorHard
One-step color & hardener for interior and exterior concrete floors

Amber
Desert Sand
Bronze
Georgia Clay

Mocha
Brown Stone
Light Roast
Espresso

*Emerald
*Copper Patina
*Serpentine
*Welsh Slate

Caribbean Blue
Blue Stone
Concrete Gray
Graphite

*Rose Quartz
*Red Rock
*Painted Desert

Black
White

*Recommended for interior use only.

The colors on this page are for representation only. Color results cannot be guaranteed. Actual colors may vary. Test samples must be applied.
ColorHard — Achieve colored, hardened and densified concrete floors in one easy step
Bring design and color to any trowl finished, ground or textured concrete
Available in 21 vibrant colors

Consolideck color systems for concrete floors let you turn floors, new or old, into gleaming, gem-like, yet slip-resistant surfaces.

- Formulated to mix with Consolideck LS or LS/CS
- Pre-measured liquid concentrate
- Works inside and out
- Layered color applications achieve deeper color intensity
- Creates a durable and low-maintenance concrete floor
- Easy application with low-pressure sprayer and microfiber pad
- VOC-compliant and safe for occupied areas
- SCS Certified Indoor Air Quality — Gold Level
- No harmful acids, non-toxic and non-corrosive